
 

December 21, 2010 
  
  

  
Congress Prepares For Adjournment  

Congress returned to Washington for what will likely be the last week of session for the 111th Congress 
and the end of a hectic post-election lame duck session. However, before this Congress adjourns, 
lawmakers are in the process of finalizing a short term Continuing Resolution (CR) to keep the 
government funded through March 4th

  
.  

A short term CR was the final option for the Senate Democratic leadership to keep the government 
running, as they tried last week unsuccessfully to pass both an FY 11 Omnibus Appropriations bill and 
a yearlong Continuing Resolution. These efforts failed due to unanimous opposition by Senate 
Republicans. 
  
As a result, Senate Republicans and Democrats were forced to jointly negotiate through the weekend 
to develop a short term Continuing Resolution to keep the government operating at current funding 
levels through March 4th

  
. 

The Senate is expected to take up the CR on Tuesday and the House is expected to pass the bill as 
well before leaving town. 
  

  
What does this mean for WIA? 

This short term CR will maintain the current funding levels for WIA programs until another funding bill is 
passed. However, it also means that there will not be any funding for new spending activities proposed 
this year, including the Administration's new WIA Innovation Fund, unless a future spending bill 
includes resources for such an activity.  
  

  
Republicans gain great leverage from a short term CR 

The defeat of both the Omnibus Appropriations bill, as well as a yearlong CR, were major victories for 
Republicans in Congress, who have been focused on spending and deficit reduction. Republicans will 
now have the ability to potentially negotiate significant cuts to current spending once the CR expires in 
March. They will have a much greater ability to craft the next CR, along with the FY 12 spending bills, 
as Republicans will control both the House Majority and five additional seats in the Senate.  
  
We will encounter a very different environment in Washington beginning in January with the new House 
Republican majority intent on reducing funding for domestic programs to FY 08 levels. Incoming House 
Budget Committee Chairman Paul Ryan (R-WI) is a well respected budget tactician and technician who 
will propose significant cuts to discretionary programming. Republican Appropriators will be provided 
with overall spending reduction targets for the coming year, instead of the budget increases as we have 
seen in previous years. 
  



Along with the annual budget process, a looming fight in late spring is not out of the question between 
the Administration and Congressional Republicans over a previously mundane issue, the expansion of 
the national debt limit. We are hearing from our Republican friends that the leadership will demand 
significant funding cuts from the Administration before agreeing to extend the $14 trillion debt limit.  
  
Both parties will have a significant incentive to reach agreement on the debt limit, as the alternative 
would be unprecedented - defaulting on the national debt, which has never occurred before and would 
have a dramatic impact on our national credit. However, expect to see tough rhetoric between the 
parties over spending and the deficit come to a head over the debt limit this coming year.  
  


